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The Battle of the Volturno crossing is approaching, At General Clark’s
invitation I visited our positions along the Volturno with him today, riding in

his now famous jeep, when the Fifth Army’s indefatigable commander inspected the
forces that are to cross the Volturno.

Operations had been delayed considerably by several days’ continuous rain,
but there is sunshine today, and General Clark found all his field commanders
jubilant at the prospect of an early continuation of the march to Rome.

In one sector, I climbed with the General up the steep side of a small
mountain to an observation post directly overlooking the Volturno, As we

approached the ..post, we had to bend double to hide ourselves from the Germans

occupying a post on a hill opposite, only a mile away in a straight line. We could
see for nearly ten miles down the Volturno valley.

General Clark's generals who will lead the attack across the river were in the
observation post studying every detail of the valley below them through powerful
telescopes. General Clark leaned forward and after gazing on the scene before
him murmured "There is no place in the world as quiet as a battlefield - before the

battle,"

The valley was bathed in sunlight with the Volturno winding through it like
an endless brown scarf and no sound came up to us. Nothing moved along the roads,

post gave us a perfect panorama of the where probably some of the fiercest

fighting Italy has seen in centuries will soon take place.

The observation officers pointed out to us a German machine-gun and suspected
infantry positions on the other side of the river.

General Clark turned to me after a careful study of the scene and grinning,
said, "would not Mr• Churchill be tickled to death up here. The trouble is we would

never get him away from here, "

General Clark worked closely with Mr, Churchill before the African landing and

has a tremendous admiration for him.

Taking leave of his generals General Clark said, "hit ’em hard, boys - dam

hard."

The Generals, all of whom are several years older than their boyish-looking
chief, saluted and said, "You can rely on that, sir."

During the drive along the road towards another position we passed a sign
which read "Rome 200 kilometres". General Clark called sharply to his driver," just
how many miles is that,"

When the driver replied a hundred and twenty, the General turned to me and said

"that is not so far. I remember seeing the first sign to Naples after landing at

Salerno which read 105 kilometres. We made it alright,just as the boys of the Fifth

Army will make Rome."

Along the whole front the moment General Clark’s jeep was recognised with its

three stars in front, British and American troops snapped smartly., into salutes. ....

noticed just as much pleasure at the sight of the General in the "British sections

as in the American.

Everything is ready now for the Volturno battle which is only awaiting Genaral

Clark's word.
On our return to the base I asked the General, ’’When?" and he just smiled.
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